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FEATURES:
A graphically re-mastered Zelda classic now in glasses-free 3D
• Dynamic glasses-free 3D visuals and a complete graphical overhaul bring one of gaming’s most 

beloved and celebrated franchises to life, putting the vivid world of Hyrule in the palm of your hand.

Experience the foundation of the legend with new enhancements
• The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 3D retains the analog control of the original via the Circle 

Pad. Players can use motion controls by moving the Nintendo 3DS system to aim their slingshot or 
bow at an enemy with speed and accuracy. This also allows for seamless equipment and item 
changes with an added touch-based inventory system.

Master Quest
• Players who finish the main story can look forward to the Master Quest – a second quest with 

revamped puzzles and redesigned dungeons that feature the same graphical and interface 
upgrades as the main game.

Hint movies
• For the first time in a Zelda game, players can access a hint movie if they are stumped by a 

particular puzzle. Hint movies can be accessed by visiting the Sheikah Stone, which is located by 
Link’s house and in the Temple of Time. When a new movie is available, the Sheikah Stone glows 
green and allows the player to choose from a menu of available movies.

The Story that Became a Legend Now in 3D
The Legend of Zelda™: Ocarina of Time™ 3D brings a completely re-mastered version 
of this epic entry in the beloved The Legend of Zelda series to the Nintendo 3DS 
system. The game couples phenomenally enhanced graphics with stunning 
glasses-free 3D visuals to bring to life the daring adventures of its hero, Link™, in the 
epic tale of the creation of Hyrule and the struggle for control of its all-powerful ancient 
relic. A streamlined touch-screen interface and new motion controls give the game a 
fresh and intuitive feel. The game will also feature new challenges not included in the 
original game, as well as a new hint system to help novice players experience all that 
the game has to offer. The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 3D is a masterful 
improvement on one of the landmark moments in video gaming history.


